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What was your research question? 
OligoG is a safe and novel drug that may reduce intestinal complications in cystic fibrosis 
(CF) patients. Does OligoG decrease intestinal issues in CF by reducing the amount of sticky 
mucus in the intestines? 
 

Why is this important? 
Intestinal complications are more common in CF patients.  The excess sticky mucus that 
occurs in the intestines of CF patients leads to slower movement of intestinal contents, 
increased intestinal bacteria, increased inflammation and increased intestinal obstructions 
such as constipation.  Common treatments for intestinal issues are enemas, laxatives and in 
rare cases surgery.  More effective therapies are needed to treat and prevent these 
intestinal issues. OligoG may provide a new therapy option for CF intestinal complications.   
 

What did you do? 
CF mice show similar intestinal issues as those observed in CF patients. CF mice have an 
increased amount of sticky mucus in their intestines which leads to a slower movement of 
intestinal contents through the intestine and a high amount of intestinal obstructions. In 
this study, we treated CF mice with OligoG and observed the amount of intestinal mucus, 
the movement of intestinal contents and intestinal obstructions. 
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What did you find? 
CF mice treated with OligoG had a reduced amount of mucus in the intestines compared to 
non-treated CF mice.  This reduced mucus resulted in the CF mice having normal movement 
of intestinal contents in the intestine and having less intestinal blockage over time. 
 

What does this mean and reasons for caution? 
This is the first study to show that OligoG improves CF intestinal symptoms. OligoG reduces 
the amount of sticky mucus in the CF intestine most likely by allowing for the mucus to 
unfold correctly and exit the intestine.  This reduction in sticky mucus allows for normal 
movement of intestinal contents and fewer obstructions. Currently, it is not known whether 
OligoG can work on an existing intestinal blockage. 
 

What’s next? 
Further studies need to be completed on how OligoG may improve other intestinal 
complications in CF utilizing the CF mouse model.  If these additional studies show positive 
results, OligoG may be a promising therapy for intestinal complications in CF patients. 
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